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Brings together stories, theories, and research that can further inform the ways in which writing teachers situate and address
intellectual property issues in writing classrooms. The essays in the collection identify and describe a wide range of pedagogical
strategies, consider theories, present research, explore approaches, and offer both cautionary tales and local and contextual
successes.
Falling for the enemy has never been so deliciously complicated in this standalone romance where a sexy single dad meets his
unexpected match! Get ready for all the feels! Never have I ever been so infuriated by a man I wanted to kiss. They say opposites
attract, but I beg to differ. Combust is more like it. Because every single time I talk to Zach Nolan, I see red. The too-good-looking,
too-smart, too-effortlessly charming single dad who works down the hall from me has turned getting under my skin into a sport.
Call it the battle of wits between the wedding planner and the divorce attorney. Trouble is, when weʼre forced into closer quarters
planning an engagement party for our best friends, I start to see his other sides. And I fear Iʼm falling for the enemy. *** Iʼm not out
to make friends. My goals are simple -- fight till the end for my clients, and my family. The last thing I need is a vibrant, outgoing,
snarky, and surprisingly big-hearted wedding planner to spend my precious free time with…except, watching Piper bond with my
daughter just might break down the cinder block walls Iʼve built around my heart these last few years. Second chances donʼt come
around for guys like me…or do they?
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • From J. Kenner comes the second novel in the fast-paced trilogy that started with Release
Me. This sexy, emotionally charged romance continues the story of Damien Stark, the powerful multimillionaire whoʼs never had to
take “no” for an answer, and Nikki Fairchild, the Southern belle who only says “yes” on her own terms. For Damien, our obsession
is a game. For me, it is fiercely, blindingly, real. Damien Starkʼs need is palpable̶his need for pleasure, his need for control, his
need for me. Beautiful and brilliant yet tortured at his core, he is in every way my match. I have agreed to be his alone, and now I
want him to be fully mine. I want us to possess each other beyond the sweetest edge of our ecstasy, into the deepest desires of
our souls. To let the fire that burns between us consume us both. But there are dark places within Damien that not even our
wildest passion can touch. I yearn to know his secrets, yearn for him to surrender to me as I have surrendered to him. But our
troubled pasts will either bind us close . . . or shatter us completely. NOTE: This edition includes an excerpt from J. Kenner's Say
My Name. Claim Me is intended for mature audiences.
Of all the Fallen, Raze's hungers are some of the darkest and most insatiable. His brazen seductions cost him his wings, leaving
him soulless and immortal, the most dangerous of seducers. He has roamed the earth for eons, hunting the rogues of his kind and
protecting the humans who provide him with blood and sex. He is content with his life and the transient pleasures that flow through
it... until one night and one woman change everything. Kimberly McAdams is smart, beautiful, and wealthy. She can have any man
she wants, but the moment she sets eyes on the lethally stunning Raze she knows he's the man she needs. As one searingly
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erotic night burns into something deeper and far more vital than either of them expected, an adversary from Raze's past sees a
chance for revenge. Twisted by hatred, she will take from Raze what was taken from her--the precious gift of love.
Relates the story of a U.S. airman who survived when his bomber crashed into the sea during World War II, spent forty-seven
days adrift in the ocean before being rescued by the Japanese Navy, and was held as a prisoner until the end of the war.
The instant number one bestseller FROM #1 INTERNATIONAL BESTSELLING AUTHOR SYLVIA DAY The final chapter in the
global blockbuster Crossfire quintet Gideon Cross. Falling in love with him was the easiest thing Iʼve ever done. It happened
instantly. Completely. Irrevocably. Marrying him was a dream come true. Staying married to him is the fight of my life. Love
transforms. Ours is both a refuge from the storm and the most violent of tempests. Two damaged souls entwined as one. We have
bared our deepest, ugliest secrets to one another. Gideon is the mirror that reflects all my flaws ... and all the beauty I couldnʼt see.
He has given me everything. Now, I must prove I can be the rock, the shelter for him that he is for me. Together, we could stand
against those who work so viciously to come between us. But our greatest battle may lie within the very vows that give us strength.
Committing to love was only the beginning. Fighting for it will either set us free ... or break us apart. Heartbreakingly and
seductively poignant, One with You is the breathlessly awaited finale to the Crossfire saga, the searing love story that has
captivated millions of readers worldwide.
DISCOVER THE FIRST BOOK IN THE DARKLY SENSUAL CROSSFIRE SERIES THAT HAS CAPTURED MILLIONS OF
HEARTS AROUND THE WORLD - PERFECT FOR FANS OF FIFTY SHADES OF GREY **NEW ENHANCED EBOOK
INCLUDING THE SONG 'GOLDEN'** Gideon Cross. As beautiful and flawless on the outside as he was damaged and tormented
on the inside. He was a bright, scorching flame that singed me with the darkest of pleasures. I couldn't stay away. I didn't want to.
He was my addiction . . . my every desire . . . mine. My past was as violent as his, and I was just as broken. We'd never work. It
was too hard, too painful . . . except when it was perfect. Those moments when the driving hunger and desperate love were the
most exquisite insanity. We were bound by our need. And our passion would take us beyond our limits to the sweetest, sharpest
edge of obsession . . . Intensely romantic, darkly sensual and completely addictive, Sylvia Day's Reflected in You will take you to
the very limits of obsession . . .
MISLED Special Task Force agent Derek Atkinson has a craving for luscious vampire Sable Taylor. But Sable's a bounty hunter,
which makes him direct competition in the capture of wanted criminals. Despite the obvious attraction between them, she won't
give him a chance and after two years, he's tired of waiting for her to come around. So he's got a plan to give them both what they
want... each other. Sable's on a dangerous mission. She's not who Derek thinks she is, so anything personal just isn't possible.
But like most master vampires, Derek's wily and used to having his way. When he traps her on his ship, she decides to indulge.
Two straight days of mind-blowing sex should be enough, but it isn't, not for either of them. Her heart is involved now, but Sable
can't let Derek get too close. If he finds out what she's doing, he'll never forgive her. Derek, however, refuses to let go. Now he's
getting shot at and asking questions she shouldn't answer. Sable has to reveal the truth... Derek's love has been misled... KISS
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OF THE NIGHT Special Task Force agent Alexei Night has had a crush on Interstellar Council Representative Briana Michaels
ever since the first time he saw her on the vid comm. But their lives are worlds apart. He's a vampire. She's not. There's no
possibility of a relationship between them. Yet he still dreams of her... When Briana's unpopular position supporting vampiric rights
threatens her family, Alex leaps at the chance to protect her and be with her. It's a two-week journey to her homeworld, and he'll
spend it making love with the woman he can't keep, trying to get enough of her to last an eternity. Their erotic connection is easily
established but their bond doesn't overshadow the danger surrounding Briana. A hopeless romance with a woman whose mortal
life is threatened... Things can't get any worse for Alex. And then somehow...they do.
The Journals of Sylvia Plath
Unbroken
Reflected in You
Poems
Fight with Me
Misled & Kiss of the Night
Taking the Heat
Razor's Edge, Taking the Heat, On Fire
One with You
The Four Winds
A Renegade Angels Novella
What We Should Know about the People We Don't Know
Going undercover as a male exotic dancer to nab a Mafia kingpin, Mark Sullivan enters into a passionate affair with Vegas club owner Nicki
DiStefano, whose own secrets complicate the mission. By the best-selling author of the Wicked Lovers series. Original. 50,000 first printing.
A lie meant to protect her could lead to her destruction... Sylvia’s brother, Theo, reveals the unimaginable—their parents were anything but human.
Her half-brother may be a dragon, but Sylvia has inherited both their parents’ magic. Her life was already complicated; now the sudden appearance
of a handsome, haughty Djinn with anger management issues doubles the tension. She is both drawn to and repulsed by Rafi, which is adding to her
confusion. Rafi is shaken when he meets the sweet and sexy Sylvia. How can he—a sworn hater of humanity—be attracted to a human?! He can’t
shake the power she has over him or his raging desire for her. As he struggles, determined to win Sylvia and become her forever lover, his own
magical brother’s growing madness and violence threatens to overwhelm them all. Sylvia learns there’s a spell covering her, one meant to protect her
and hide her magic. She struggles to break the protecting enchantment so she can fight, alongside her brother, against the pestilence that is coming. Is
Rafi on their side, or will the fidelity of brotherhood bind him to evil? Facing a master of magic, Sylvia knows her steadfast belief in the human
heart and harmony within the forces of the earth isn’t much use. As she races to find the answer to unlocking her magic, she can’t help wondering if
their love—connecting Rafi’s wind and her water—can find balance and be enough to protect them and those they love from a force intent on their
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destruction. Author's note: Swimming for Air is Book 2 in the Messing Up Magic series.
A woman disappears, leaving behind an incendiary diary chronicling a journey of sexual awakening. To all who knew her, she was the good wife:
happy, devoted, content. But the diary reveals a secret self, one who's discovered that her new marriage contains mysteries of its own. She has
discovered a forgotten Elizabethan manuscript that dares to speak of what women truly desire, and inspired by its revelations, she tastes for the first
time the intoxicating power of knowing what she wants and how to get it. The question is: How long can she sustain a perilous double life?
A "smoking hot"* erotic romance novel that will have you up all night... Erin Coffey has been a nurse for years, but nothing’s prepared her for the
physical and emotional demands of her new position. Needing to move closer to her dysfunctional family, she takes a dangerous job at Larkhaven
Psychiatric Hospital, where she quickly learns that she needs protection—and she meets the strong, over-confident coworker who’s more than willing
to provide it. Kelly Robak is the type of guy that Erin has sworn she’d never get involved with. She’s seen firsthand, via her mess of a sister, what
chaos guys like him can bring into a woman’s life. But she finds herself drawn to him anyway, even when he shows up at her door, not eager to take
no for an answer. What Erin finds even more shocking than Kelly’s indecent proposal is how much she enjoys submitting to his every command. But
he can’t play the tough guy indefinitely. If they want to have more than just an affair, both will have to open up and reveal what they truly need.
“The sweet, smoking hot, standout erotic romance you’ve been craving.”—*New York Times bestselling author Beth Kery
Angel Adrian Mitchell tries to convince Lindsay Gibson that she is actually Shadoe, the woman he loves and keeps losing, in a new body, while
dealing with a pack of rogue vampires and a lycan revolt.
Sylvia's Lovers (1863) is a novel written by Elizabeth Gaskell, which she called "the saddest story I ever wrote".
In 1967, after a session with a psychiatrist she'd never seen before, eighteen-year-old Susanna Kaysen was put in a taxi and sent to McLean Hospital.
She spent most of the next two years in the ward for teenage girls in a psychiatric hospital as renowned for its famous clientele—Sylvia Plath, Robert
Lowell, James Taylor, and Ray Charles—as for its progressive methods of treating those who could afford its sanctuary. Kaysen's memoir
encompasses horror and razor-edged perception while providing vivid portraits of her fellow patients and their keepers. It is a brilliant evocation of a
"parallel universe" set within the kaleidoscopically shifting landscape of the late sixties. Girl, Interrupted is a clear-sighted, unflinching document that
gives lasting and specific dimension to our definitions of sane and insane, mental illness and recovery.
The era of the American Revolution was one of violent and unpredictable social, economic, and political change, and the dislocations of the period
were most severely felt in the South. Sylvia Frey contends that the military struggle there involved a triangle--two sets of white belligerents and
approximately 400,000 slaves. She reveals the dialectical relationships between slave resistance and Britain's Southern Strategy and between slave
resistance and the white independence movement among Southerners, and shows how how these relationships transformed religion, law, and the
economy during the postwar years.
A Long Way Gone
Sparrow
The Power of Thinking Without Thinking
Blink
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Swimming for Air
A Renegade Angels Novel
Girl, Interrupted
A Novel
Rush
Consent
Paper Towns
Crash Into You
Can Sloane and James survive the lies and secrets surrounding them, or will The Program claim them in the end? Find
out in this sequel to The Program, which Publishers Weekly called “chilling and suspenseful.” How do you stop an
epidemic? Sloane and James are on the run after barely surviving the suicide epidemic and The Program. But they’re not
out of danger. Huge pieces of their memories are still missing, and although Sloane and James have found their way
back to each other, The Program isn’t ready to let them go. Escaping with a group of troubled rebels, Sloane and James
will have to figure out who they can trust, and how to take down The Program. But for as far as they’ve come, there’s
still a lot Sloane and James can’t remember. The key to unlocking their past lies with the Treatment—a pill that can bring
back forgotten memories, but at a high cost. And there’s only one dose. Ultimately when the stakes are at their highest,
can Sloane and James survive the many lies and secrets surrounding them, or will The Program claim them in the end?
Sylvia Plath began keeping a diary as a young child. By the time she was at Smith College, when this book begins, she
had settled into a nearly daily routine with her journal, which was also a sourcebook for her writing. Plath once called her
journal her “Sargasso,” her repository of imagination, “a litany of dreams, directives, and imperatives,” and in fact these
pages contain the germs of most of her work. Plath’s ambitions as a writer were urgent and ultimately all-consuming,
requiring of her a heat, a fantastic chaos, even a violence that burned straight through her. The intensity of this struggle
is rendered in her journal with an unsparing clarity, revealing both the frequent desperation of her situation and the
bravery with which she faced down her demons. Written in electrifying prose, The Journals of Sylvia Plath provide
unique insight, and are essential reading for all those who have been moved and fascinated by Plath’s life and work.
A shy heiress and a well-known rake face a scandal-forced marriage that might be true love in the latest irresistible
romance from the national bestselling author of Marry in Haste. Shy young heiress, Lady Lily Rutherford, is in no hurry to
marry. She dreams of true love and a real courtship. But when disaster strikes, she finds herself facing a scandal-forced
marriage to her rescuer, Edward Galbraith, a well known rake. Despite his reputation Lily is drawn to the handsome
Galbraith. In the gamble of her life, she agrees to marry him, hoping to turn a convenient marriage into a love match. As
heir to a title, Galbraith knows he must wed, so a convenient marriage suits him perfectly. But there is a darkness in his
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past, and secrets he refuses to share with his tender-hearted young bride. All Lily's efforts to get close to him fall on
stony ground, and in desperation she retreats to his childhood home--the place he's avoided for nearly a decade. Must
Lily reconcile herself to a marriage without love? Or will Galbraith realize that this warm-hearted, loving girl is the key to
healing the wounds of his past--and his heart?
This 7-Pack includes the entire Billionaire's Proposal series by Emma Rose, formatted as a full-length novel. Helen has
always placed the needs of others before her own. After the death of her father, Helen put herself in a position to take
care of her mother, whose constant dependency forces Helen with little time for herself. When she must turn down the
job of her dreams with Bevan-Jones Real Estate, she begins to believe she will spend her entire life denying herself the
joys of a career and love life. The billionaire real estate magnate, Adam Bevan-Jones, is the definition of an alpha male.
He knows what makes people tick and uses that to his advantage. When the perfect candidate for his manager position
rejects his job offer, he's caught off guard. He doesn't select his candidates lightly and after watching Helen from afar, he
realizes that he wants to make her his... How will Helen react when she hears Adam's proposal?
In the first novel in the Breathless trilogy, a man is about to have his fantasies come true with a woman who was once
forbidden fruit, and is now ripe for the picking... When Gabe Hamilton saw Mia Crestwell walk into the ballroom for his
hotel’s grand opening, he knew he was going to hell for what he had planned. After all, Mia is his best friend’s little
sister. Except she’s not so little anymore. And Gabe has waited a long time to act on his desires. Gabe has starred in
Mia’s fantasies more than once. So what if he’s fourteen years older? Mia knows he’s way out of her league, but her
attraction has only grown stronger with time. She’s an adult now, and there’s no reason not to act on her most secret
desires. As Gabe pulls her into his provocative world, she realizes there’s a lot she doesn’t know about him or how
exacting his demands can be. Their relationship is intense and obsessive, but as they cross the line from secret sexual
odyssey to something deeper, their affair runs the risk of being exposed—and vulnerable to a betrayal far more intimate
than either expected.
The landmark book that has revolutionized the way we understand leadership and decision making -- from #1 bestselling
author Malcolm Gladwell. In his breakthrough bestseller The Tipping Point, Malcolm Gladwell redefined how we
understand the world around us. Now, in Blink, he revolutionizes the way we understand the world within. Blink is a book
about how we think without thinking, about choices that seem to be made in an instant--in the blink of an eye--that
actually aren't as simple as they seem. Why are some people brilliant decision makers, while others are consistently
inept? Why do some people follow their instincts and win, while others end up stumbling into error? How do our brains
really work--in the office, in the classroom, in the kitchen, and in the bedroom? And why are the best decisions often
those that are impossible to explain to others? In Blink we meet the psychologist who has learned to predict whether a
marriage will last, based on a few minutes of observing a couple; the tennis coach who knows when a player will doublePage 6/14
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fault before the racket even makes contact with the ball; the antiquities experts who recognize a fake at a glance. Here,
too, are great failures of "blink": the election of Warren Harding; "New Coke"; and the shooting of Amadou Diallo by
police. Blink reveals that great decision makers aren't those who process the most information or spend the most time
deliberating, but those who have perfected the art of "thin-slicing"--filtering the very few factors that matter from an
overwhelming number of variables.
Together For All The Wrong Reasons. . . The Marquess of Grayson never felt a twinge of guilt when he stole the beautiful
Lady Pelham right out from under his best friend's nose. After all, they were well matched in all things--their sensual
appetites, wicked wits, provocative reputations, and their absolute refusal to ruin their marriage of convenience by falling
in love. But then a shocking turn of events sent her roguish husband from her side. Four years later, he has returned a
powerful, irresistible man who is determined to seduce his way into her affections. No, this is not at all the man she
married. But he is the man who might finally steal her heart. . . "Day plays on sensual themes with a lush grace." --RT
Book Reviews
In a heart-wrenching, candid autobiography, a human rights activist offers a firsthand account of war from the
perspective of a former child soldier, detailing the violent civil war that wracked his native Sierra Leone and the
government forces that transformed a gentle young boy into a killer as a member of the army. 75,000 first printing.
The Story of O
Intellectual Property in the Writing Classroom
Black Resistance in a Revolutionary Age
Water from the Rock
Claim Me
Talking to Strangers
Marry in Scandal
The Untold Story of the American Spy Who Helped Win World War II
Sylvia Day Shadow Stalkers E-Bundle
Strip Search
A Reckoning with Depression
(InterMix)

NATIONAL BESTSELLER • An audacious, darkly glittering novel set in the eerie days of
civilization’s collapse—the spellbinding story of a Hollywood star, his would-be savior,
and a nomadic group of actors roaming the scattered outposts of the Great Lakes region,
risking everything for art and humanity. Soon to be a Max Original Limited Series on HBO
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Max. A National Book Award Finalist • A PEN/Faulkner Award Finalist Kirsten Raymonde will
never forget the night Arthur Leander, the famous Hollywood actor, had a heart attack on
stage during a production of King Lear. That was the night when a devastating flu
pandemic arrived in the city, and within weeks, civilization as we know it came to an
end. Twenty years later, Kirsten moves between the settlements of the altered world with
a small troupe of actors and musicians. They call themselves The Traveling Symphony, and
they have dedicated themselves to keeping the remnants of art and humanity alive. But
when they arrive in St. Deborah by the Water, they encounter a violent prophet who will
threaten the tiny band’s existence. And as the story takes off, moving back and forth in
time, and vividly depicting life before and after the pandemic, the strange twist of fate
that connects them all will be revealed.
Virginia Hall-- rejected from the foreign service because of her gender and her
prosthetic leg-- became the first woman to deploy to occupied France, before the United
States had even entered the war. At a time when sending female secret agents into enemy
territory was still strictly forbidden, Hall coordinated a network of spies to blow up
bridges, report on German troop movements, arrange equipment drops for Resistance agents,
and recruit and train guerrilla fighters. The Gestapo considered her the most dangerous
of all Allied spies. Purnell tells the breathtaking story of how one woman's fierce
persistence helped win the war. -- adapted from jacket
The Story of O is an erotic novel about love, dominance and submission by French author
Anne Desclos under the pen name Pauline Reage. Published in French by Jean-Jacques
Pauvert, Story of O is a tale of female submission about a beautiful Parisian fashion
photographer, O, who is blindfolded, chained, whipped, branded, pierced, made to wear a
mask, and taught to be constantly available for oral, vaginal, and anal intercourse.
Despite her harsh treatment, O grants permission beforehand for everything that occurs,
and her permission is consistently sought. At the beginning of the story, O's lover,
Rene, brings her to the chateau of Roissy, where she is trained to serve the men of an
elite group. After this first period of training is finished, as a demonstration of their
bond and his generosity, Rene hands O to Sir Stephen, a more dominant master. Rene wants
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O to learn to serve someone whom she does not love, and someone who does not love her."
Sparrow, a luminous new volume of poetry by acclaimed poet, novelist, and critic Carol
Muske-Dukes, draws the reader into a mesmerizing world of love and loss. In the wake of
personal tragedy, the death of her husband, Muske-Dukes asks herself the questions that
undergird all of art, all of elegy. “What is the difference between love and grief?” she
asks in a poem, finding no answer beyond the image of the sparrow, flitting from Catullus
to the contemporary lyric. Beyond autobiographical narrative, these are stripped-down,
passionate meditations on the aligned arts of poetry and acting, the marriage of two
artists and their transformative powers of expression and experience. Muske-Dukes has
once again shown herself to be, in this profound elegiac collection, one of today’s
finest living poets.
A DARK MAFIA ROMANCE When Gabriel broke down my door, he took over my body and life.
Never with force, but always with clever manipulation. He stripped me of my independence,
my defenses, and my clothes and turned me into an addict. My addiction is him. Once, I
had dreams and a future. Now, I have fears, scars, and insatiable needs. I'm damaged
beyond repair, but if I'm to survive the most dangerous man in Johannesburg, I can't
allow him to break me, because broken toys are destined for the garbage dump. * Consent
concludes The Loan Shark Duet. Dubious (Book 1) must be read first in order to follow the
story.
In a seductive underworld where lycans, angels and vampires vie for supremacy, Elijah
Reynolds, the most dominant of the lycans, is forced into forming alliance with Vashti,
the second most powerful vampire in the world, and soon their hatred for each other turns
into explosive passion. Original. 30,000 first printing.
From New York Times Bestselling Author Kristen Proby comes Fight With Me?Jules Montgomery
is too busy and content with her life to worry about a man, especially one Nate McKenna.
If growing up with four brothers has taught her anything, she knows to stay away from
sexy men with tattoos and motorcycles. That goes double if he's your boss. During the one
incredible night they shared, he violated the no fraternization policy...among other
things, and it won't happen again. Jules won't risk her career for mind-blowing sex, no
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matter how much her body and her heart keep arguing with her. Nate McKenna couldn't care
less about the no fraternizing policy. He wants Jules and he'll have her. He's not a man
to be taken lightly, and Jules Montgomery is about to find out just how he responds to
being pushed aside after the best night of sex he's ever had. Nate knows that Jules is
meant to be his, and he'll stop at nothing to have her by his side.
From the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Crossfire novels comes a collection
that includes three novellas from her Shadow Stalker series—where deputy US Marshals
fight for what’s right and indulge in what’s sinful... In Razor’s Edge, Deputy US Marshal
Jack Killigrew can’t stop thinking about his best friend’s widow, Rachel. He promised to
protect her, but giving into his desire could betray his buddy’s memory—unless Rachel
wants the same thing... In Taking the Heat, Layla Creed is ready to testify in a
sensational murder trial, but doing so would take her out of Deputy US Marshal Brian
Simmons’s life forever. They have the option of going on the run, but a stranger in the
shadows could force them to risk everything in the name of love... In On Fire, things are
getting hot between Deputy US Marshal Jared Cameron and fire inspector Darcy Michaels.
But a secret from Darcy’s past could draw them into the flames... Razor’s Edge previously
appeared in The Promise of Love Taking the Heat previously appeared in Men Out of Uniform
On Fire previously appeared in Hot in Handcuffs
Stories from a South African Childhood
A Touch of Crimson
Never Have I Ever
A Crossfire Novel
A Dark Kiss of Rapture
After Hours
The Bride Stripped Bare
Fever
Born a Crime
Sylvia's Lovers Annotated
Carnal Thirst
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The Billionaire's Proposal

#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER #1 USA TODAY BESTSELLER #1 WALL STREET JOURNAL BESTSELLER #1 INDIE
BESTSELLER "The Four Winds seems eerily prescient in 2021 . . . Its message is galvanizing and hopeful: We are a nation of
scrappy survivors. We’ve been in dire straits before; we will be again. Hold your people close.”—The New York Times "A
spectacular tour de force that shines a spotlight on the indispensable but often overlooked role of Greatest Generation
women."—People "Through one woman’s survival during the harsh and haunting Dust Bowl, master storyteller, Kristin Hannah,
reminds us that the human heart and our Earth are as tough, yet as fragile, as a change in the wind." —Delia Owens, author of
Where the Crawdads Sing From the number-one bestselling author of The Nightingale and The Great Alone comes a powerful
American epic about love and heroism and hope, set during the Great Depression, a time when the country was in crisis and at
war with itself, when millions were out of work and even the land seemed to have turned against them. “My land tells its story if you
listen. The story of our family.” Texas, 1921. A time of abundance. The Great War is over, the bounty of the land is plentiful, and
America is on the brink of a new and optimistic era. But for Elsa Wolcott, deemed too old to marry in a time when marriage is a
woman’s only option, the future seems bleak. Until the night she meets Rafe Martinelli and decides to change the direction of her
life. With her reputation in ruin, there is only one respectable choice: marriage to a man she barely knows. By 1934, the world has
changed; millions are out of work and drought has devastated the Great Plains. Farmers are fighting to keep their land and their
livelihoods as crops fail and water dries up and the earth cracks open. Dust storms roll relentlessly across the plains. Everything
on the Martinelli farm is dying, including Elsa’s tenuous marriage; each day is a desperate battle against nature and a fight to keep
her children alive. In this uncertain and perilous time, Elsa—like so many of her neighbors—must make an agonizing choice: fight
for the land she loves or leave it behind and go west, to California, in search of a better life for her family. The Four Winds is a rich,
sweeping novel that stunningly brings to life the Great Depression and the people who lived through it—the harsh realities that
divided us as a nation and the enduring battle between the haves and the have-nots. A testament to hope, resilience, and the
strength of the human spirit to survive adversity, The Four Winds is an indelible portrait of America and the American dream, as
seen through the eyes of one indomitable woman whose courage and sacrifice will come to define a generation.
Special edition slipcase edition of John Green's Paper Towns, with pop-up paper town. From the bestselling author of The Fault in
our Stars. Quentin Jacobsen has always loved Margo Roth Spiegelman, for Margo (and her adventures) are the stuff of legend at
their high school. So when she one day climbs through his window and summons him on an all-night road trip of revenge he
cannot help but follow. But the next day Margo doesn't come to school and a week later she is still missing. Q soon learns that
there are clues in her disappearance . . . and they are for him. But as he gets deeper into the mystery - culminating in another
awesome road trip across America - he becomes less sure of who and what he is looking for. Masterfully written by John Green,
this is a thoughtful, insightful and hilarious coming-of-age story.
A New York Times Book Review Favorite Read of 2016 “Despair is always described as dull,” writes Daphne Merkin, “when the
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truth is that despair has a light all its own, a lunar glow, the color of mottled silver.” This Close to Happy—Merkin’s rare, vividly
personal account of what it feels like to suffer from clinical depression—captures this strange light. Daphne Merkin has been
hospitalized three times: first, in grade school, for childhood depression; years later, after her daughter was born, for severe
postpartum depression; and later still, after her mother died, for obsessive suicidal thinking. Recounting this series of
hospitalizations, as well as her visits to myriad therapists and psychopharmacologists, Merkin fearlessly offers what the child
psychiatrist Harold Koplewicz calls “the inside view of navigating a chronic psychiatric illness to a realistic outcome.” The arc of
Merkin’s affliction is lifelong, beginning in a childhood largely bereft of love and stretching into the present, where Merkin lives a
high-functioning life and her depression is manageable, if not “cured.” “The opposite of depression,” she writes with characteristic
insight, “is not a state of unimaginable happiness . . . but a state of relative all-right-ness.” In this dark yet vital memoir, Merkin
describes not only the harrowing sorrow that she has known all her life, but also her early, redemptive love of reading and gradual
emergence as a writer. Written with an acute understanding of the ways in which her condition has evolved as well as affected
those around her, This Close to Happy is an utterly candid coming-to-terms with an illness that many share but few talk about, one
that remains shrouded in stigma. In the words of the distinguished psychologist Carol Gilligan, “It brings a stunningly perceptive
voice into the forefront of the conversation about depression, one that is both reassuring and revelatory.”
When Brynn LeBreck's younger sister goes into hiding at a highly secretive sex retreat, she goes undercover to retrieve her, but
comes across Reid Jameson, an old flame who had once crushed her heart.
A Best Book of the Year: The Financial Times, Bloomberg, Chicago Tribune, and Detroit Free Pres Malcolm Gladwell, host of the
podcast Revisionist History and author of the #1 New York Times bestseller Outliers, offers a powerful examination of our
interactions with strangers -- and why they often go wrong. How did Fidel Castro fool the CIA for a generation? Why did Neville
Chamberlain think he could trust Adolf Hitler? Why are campus sexual assaults on the rise? Do television sitcoms teach us
something about the way we relate to each other that isn't true? While tackling these questions, Malcolm Gladwell was not solely
writing a book for the page. He was also producing for the ear. In the audiobook version of Talking to Strangers, you'll hear the
voices of people he interviewed--scientists, criminologists, military psychologists. Court transcripts are brought to life with reenactments. You actually hear the contentious arrest of Sandra Bland by the side of the road in Texas. As Gladwell revisits the
deceptions of Bernie Madoff, the trial of Amanda Knox, and the suicide of Sylvia Plath, you hear directly from many of the players
in these real-life tragedies. There's even a theme song - Janelle Monae's "Hell You Talmbout." Something is very wrong, Gladwell
argues, with the tools and strategies we use to make sense of people we don't know. And because we don't know how to talk to
strangers, we are inviting conflict and misunderstanding in ways that have a profound effect on our lives and our world.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER · The compelling, inspiring, and comically sublime story of one man’s coming-of-age, set
during the twilight of apartheid and the tumultuous days of freedom that followed NAMED ONE OF PASTE’S BEST MEMOIRS OF
THE DECADE · NAMED ONE OF THE BEST BOOKS OF THE YEAR BY Michiko Kakutani, New York Times · USA Today · San
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Francisco Chronicle · NPR · Esquire · Newsday · Booklist Trevor Noah’s unlikely path from apartheid South Africa to the desk of
The Daily Show began with a criminal act: his birth. Trevor was born to a white Swiss father and a black Xhosa mother at a time
when such a union was punishable by five years in prison. Living proof of his parents’ indiscretion, Trevor was kept mostly indoors
for the earliest years of his life, bound by the extreme and often absurd measures his mother took to hide him from a government
that could, at any moment, steal him away. Finally liberated by the end of South Africa’s tyrannical white rule, Trevor and his
mother set forth on a grand adventure, living openly and freely and embracing the opportunities won by a centuries-long struggle.
Born a Crime is the story of a mischievous young boy who grows into a restless young man as he struggles to find himself in a
world where he was never supposed to exist. It is also the story of that young man’s relationship with his fearless, rebellious, and
fervently religious mother—his teammate, a woman determined to save her son from the cycle of poverty, violence, and abuse that
would ultimately threaten her own life. The stories collected here are by turns hilarious, dramatic, and deeply affecting. Whether
subsisting on caterpillars for dinner during hard times, being thrown from a moving car during an attempted kidnapping, or just
trying to survive the life-and-death pitfalls of dating in high school, Trevor illuminates his curious world with an incisive wit and
unflinching honesty. His stories weave together to form a moving and searingly funny portrait of a boy making his way through a
damaged world in a dangerous time, armed only with a keen sense of humor and a mother’s unconventional, unconditional love.
Praise for Born a Crime “Compelling . . . By turns alarming, sad and funny, [Trevor Noah’s] book provides a harrowing look,
through the prism of Mr. Noah’s family, at life in South Africa under apartheid. . . . Born a Crime is not just an unnerving account of
growing up in South Africa under apartheid, but a love letter to the author’s remarkable mother.”—Michiko Kakutani, The New York
Times
A Shadow Stalkers novella from the #1 New York Times bestselling author of the Crossfire series. Layla Creed and Deputy US
Marshal Brian Simmons have a history that is as hot and heartbreaking as it is unforgettable. Now their paths have crossed once
again. This time things are twice as hot. Layla—a protected witness—has been persuaded to come out of hiding and testify in a
sensational murder trial. But as far as Brian’s concerned, there’s an even more pressing problem. Once Layla testifies she’ll get
sucked back into the Witness Protection Program. A new identity, a new location, a new occupation—and a new inspector to
check up on her. In other words, out of his life forever. There is one more option—take Layla and go on the run. Rekindling what
they once had should be easy. But a stranger in their shadow has plans of his own, forcing Brian and Layla to risk everything in
the name of love. Includes an excerpt of On Fire, another Shadow Stalkers novella. Taking the Heat previously appeared in Men
Out of Uniform
Jace, Ash, and Gabe, three powerful friends, share everything--even women, but when they meet Bethany, Jace is determined to
be the only man in her life, even if it means jeopardizing his lifelong friendships.
The Stranger I Married
A World War II Story of Survival, Resilience, and Redemption
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